From the Boundary Rope
146th EDITION

CLUB CAPTAIN’S WEEKEND ROUND UP
1ST Team : Another 2 good wins vs Cravenby and Seacrest this week but the
Cravenby match should not have been as close as it was .
2nd Team : Great win vs Green Point and a great effort vs Tygerberg which ended
in a loss.
Res F: Bye
3A: Not sure of the results, team did not come back to Club, probably because
fixture was against Camps Bay AWAY!
3B: Hammered Glamorgan to stay top of the league.
3D Blue: Much needed win vs Heideveld .
3D Green : 2 losses this weekend vs Bergvliet and Bishop Lavis , keep your heads
up lads .
To view the Senior Section stats please visit our club website: www.milnertoncricketclub.co.za

1 ‘C’ One Day Round 2 - MCC 1st XI vs Cravenby CC played at MCC ‘A’
STAG BOWLERS DO IT AGAIN – WITH BALL AND BAT!!

Skipper Karsten wins the toss and backs his batsmen to set a total, with the mindset of
the pitch cracking later. With a few changes in the team, we all get our seats and await
the start of the second round of the one day competition.
Debutant and a player that came thru the ranks of our junior cricket joins Skip Karsten
to start proceedings, short debut skying a ball to mid wicket within the circle and yet to
add to his MCC first team stats. MCC 0/1.
Coach Van Harte joins Skip and also does not stay too long before edging a easy
chance to 2nd slip, 1 in 10 balls. MCC 7/2 in 4 overs. Du Toit, struggling with form, joins
Karsten, but departs within 7 minutes at the crease. Millies top order carnage
continues at 10/3 against with respect to foreign readers, some ordinary bowling.
Snyman joins Karsten and the two set about restoring the pride of the innings, but after
some hard work ethics, Karsten throws his wicket away by a soft skier to square leg.
Millies top order failing again at 30/4.

Enter Hardenberg, a known innings changer, but not to be today. After a good
confident start he taps to the bowlers wrong side and sets off, but Snyman is unmoved
at the bowlers end – what a waste of an innings. Millies 39/5.
Normal opening bat Petersen down the order at 7 enters and our good friend Hugh
Bladen ran the commentary of “Unbelievable” – yes touched the ball, called sent back
from a unmoved Snyman and finds himself short of his attempt to dive into safety.
Millies 47/6.
Now Millies into their bowling batsmen with Chad Mills joining Snyman. They set about
trying to get to some defendable total, all the hard work that transpired was thrown
away when Mills forgetting where his stumps were and getting bowled past his legs,
Millies 64/7 with Snyman 19*.
Bezuidenhout puts his third ball to the boundary for 4 and then watches Snyman join
the other batters that struggled to clear the inner ring, he was bagged at Mid wicket.
Millies in deep trouble, 68/8.
New member Ryan Stoman walks tall to the crease, but another bat to be caught in the
circle and Bezuidenhout departs, Millies 74/9.
Roach, the number 11, enters and got stuck in immediately dispatching his second ball
to the boundary. Millies quickies, quickly put on a very healthy partnership in what
could prove to be a match winning partnership off 69 – Roachie eventually bowled for
41 in 45 balls (8 x 4), and Stoman, now called Stayman with an excellent display of
controlled and aggressive batting ended with 38 not.
Hard luck to Cravenby, because they had Millies by the balls, (Happy Pappayanni?).
Target 144, 40 minutes to lunch!
Roach and Mills start the attack and Roachie claims the first stick with Petersen
bagging a great catch at gully. 8/1. Roachie hits the pads of Parker in his next over,
Cravenby 14/2, and lunch called after 8 overs.
Not sure what Cravenby had for lunch, but it gave the in batters a sense of serious
stability and they kept all out for the next 17 overs until Bezuidenhout held onto a good
catch off Van Harte’s bowling, the score progressing to 68/3.
All hopes for Cravenby evidently rested with number 6 Ghiwala, but by now Petersen
had come on and claimed his first after 2 balls. Really performing as the turn to bowler

who is persistently troubling all batsmen, in fact his bowling will remind all members of
the Copeland era.
Well, Petersen not wanting to return home with a runout 2, big brother would have had
the better all night, got stuck into some serious wickets and spun the Cravenby batters
into loosing their last 6 wickets for 43 runs. All out for 122.
Yaaseen Peteresen walks tall with figures of 7.4 – 4.4 – 15 – 6, amazing figures for a
leg spinner.
Millies win, thanks to Roach/Stoman partnership, by 21 runs without a bonus point.
Played 2, won 2 with 8 plus 1 bonus – next Sea Crest!
REPORT COMPILED BY: CRAIG PHILLIPS

(Cricket is a team game, but today we thank a few individuals for saving us from
a 1D defeat!!! With a half season brainstorm coming up on Tuesday, we need to
thrash Sea Crest and then bring this winning momentum into our second half
which we all know what is awaiting us.)
1 ‘C’ – One Dayer - MCC 1st XI vs Seacrest CC played away
FREEMAN JOINS SOUTH EASTER AND BLOWS THE “CREST” AWAY

Arriving at a windy (understatement), under prepared pitch and bone hard outfield.
Karsten calling correctly and sending the Crest in to set a target. All this did not deter
the Stag team hoping to add to the momentum of Saturday’s win.
Swash buckling cross bat opener Ismail hit a quick 15 before being caught by
Bezuidenhout, 17/1. Some poor bowling probably due to the gale force wind resulted in
13 wides, but Millies had Seacrest on 67 for 8 and it should have been all over.
But a period of shocking cricket resulted in 19 off the 29th over, 10 off 30th and 9 off 31st
– just not the standard we prevail to.
Eventually Seacrest run out their innings to a close on 107 after 32 overs.
Sunday cricket played on Monday, but lucky we had weak opponents, opponents that
are hovering last in the 1D league and we struggled to put them away.

Well our batters had to go out and win within 40 overs for an extra point and that
Freeman and Swarts did well, in fact very well. Scoring with disrespect at 6 to the over
ran to their 50 partnership off 8 overs.
Leg spinner Keanen looked good and got the better of left hander Swardts, bowling
him for a well played 34, yes off only 47 balls!!!!
Millies 81/1 and the race was on to win and hit the road before lunch…….!
Freman was not in good mood after being dropped twice in two balls and took it out on
poor seamer Warren for 6,4,4,4 ably assisted from Van Harte at the other end
pushing a 4, 2 and 2 to conclude the game.
5 points and should have secured a semi, Freeman undefeated on 56.
(What a pleasure for a coach who has been on the circuit for a long period, to
see one of his U10 prodigies come thru and show his class in the First Division.
Chris claim your spot for many years to come, learn from the senior peers!
Guys, have a good break and Xmas, but come back hungry and to quote a new
recruit “ we need to get some balls!!!!!!!!”)
RES ‘B’ – One Day - MCC 2nd XI vs Green Point CC played at MCC “B”
CLINICAL!

We enter the 2nd 1 day game of our campaign today against a team we knew we
would’ve beaten in the 2 dayers had mother nature not interfered.
What arrived at our B field looked like a high school team. Nevertheless, we still
had a job to do and boy did we do it. First goal was to win the toss. A soft spongy
pitch was on offer, Wesley takes the toss which has now become the norm. He
wins, making to 2 in a row. GPCC will bat. Or atl east they would try.
We picked up our first wicket in the 6th over thanks to a neat keepers catch from the
bowling of our warrior Kaizer. Their score on 15, runs off the bat 5. 10 Extras in the
1st 6 overs. Not a good start Millies.
We did however get a run out in this same over as Wesley pulled off some neat
fielding to get an off balance throw into the keeper. A bit wayward but some good
glovework ensured the ball was taken onto the stumps to see the number 1 back in
the hut for 2 of his own runs.

GPCC really had nothing in their batting lineup and what made things worse for
them was that Millies were ruthless in the field. 1 Run out, 1 LBW, 2 stumpings and
6 catches ended the innings. GPCC posting 41 runs all out in 25.5 overs. Kaiser
finishing with 3/11 in his 6 overs and Jason Maritz finishing with 4/6 in 3.5 overs.
Another top class Bowling spell Jay. Keep it up and you’re back where you belong.
We sent Gareth and Ashley to go knock the runs off. Needed to achieve the runs in
20.2 overs to grab the bonus point, this was never as issue as the two knocked the
total off in 4.5 overs.
6 Points in the bag.
I must add that Denver Cloete and Eric Osner bowled extremely well for little reward.
They finished with 7 – 1 – 9 – 1 and 6 – 4 – 5 – 1 respectively. Bowling 13 overs for
14 runs and 2 wickets between them.
GPCC were so embarrassed by their performance that they left without their own
scorebook.
REPORT COMPILED BY: BRETT PAPAYANNI

RES ‘B’ – One Day - MCC 2nd XI vs Tygerberg CC played away
TOO MANY ERRORS!

2nds are oozing with confidence after winning our last 3 games. Unfortunately, too
much complacency and a lot of changes from the last fixture saw us come short
today. Heres how it unfolded.
1st goal, Win Toss! Well done Wesso, 3 from 3. You really are a big tosser!.
Tygerberg can have a bat.
Missing Both Kaiser and Denver for this game, Ashley Green was thrown the ball
to open proceedings with Darren Brandt. Ash bowled well upfront conceding only
15 runs in his 1st 6 overs. Darren struggled to get his line and length throughout the
day but did pick up a wicket with his first ball as the batsmen tried to turn the ball
legside, getting a leading edge straight to gully. Great Catch there Mr Mudali.
We picked up another in our 8th over and another in our 10th, What Happened after
this was 3E division level cricket from Millies. Partnerships of 45, 48 and 46 were
next on offer. Some poor bowling and even worse fielding left us having to chase
250 to win in our 50 overs.
Not having Gareth Swardt or Chris Freeman as they have deservedly been
promoted to 1st team, we open our innings with Brett and Chris Silver. Both
batsmen looking comfortable took the score to 33 before Brett was bowled by a
jaffer that jagged back to be out for another single figure score. Another 30 run

partnership between Chris and Wesley saw us lose another on 63 runs. Leon didn’t
hang around long to be bowled for 1. Mr Mudali and Chris now at the wicket put on
a 51 run stand to get us to 122 before we lost Chris for a very gritty 54 runs.
Another great innings young man. If you don’t get a call up after this, I don’t know!.
Slims continued his great knock until he was bowled trying accelerate the innings.
Not much else from Millies the innings saw us all out for 192 in 45 overs.
Two catches going down costing about 70 runs today gents and bowling 27 wides
in a day will never win games.
Lets gather ourselves and prepare for Vics on the18th Jan. This is a must win
game boys. Win this and we through to the semis. Let do this!
Thank you Mr Silver for scoring once again. Also thank you to All the supporters
who travelled to Tygerberg for us. The Brandt family, Chris Freeman SNR and
JNR, Mr Swardt and Gareth Swardt. Thank you guys.
REPORT COMPILED BY: BRETT PAPAYANNI

RES ‘F’ - MCC 3rd XI – No fixture this weekend
3 ‘B’ – 4th’s - MCC XI vs Glamorgan CC played away
WAITING FOR CANDID CAMERA TO CALL……

We went to Ruyterwacht eager for a challenge and with it being our last game of
this half the season.
What happened next was let’s just say truly unbelievable and disgusting to the
point I am still undecided about actually sending an email to Glamorgan’s
management team regarding their captains behaviour. I will explain as I go along.
I lost the toss and was asked to bat on a mat. We went along nicely with some
great shots played from all who batted but two really stood out Shaun Wessels and
Gert James both hit sixes that would have landed into any stadiums top tier seats.
We scored 209 off 35 for the loss of 5 Vlam top scoring with 47 Emile who
unfortunately will be leaving us in the new year to go and be the principal in
Louwville ( Emile the team and I wish you all the best for the future and I know the
school is extremely fortunate to be getting you to lead their staff and pupils.) Oh
where was I oh yes Emile decided to show me what I would be missing next half
when he smashed their “PRO” for 21 off his over. Right so our turn to bowl
Strike one their skip refuses to score for us.
Strike two their skip instructs his players to call anything down leg wide stating that
it was agreed upon when we tossed.

Ok so Darth Vader is on Xmas holidays and I simply allow their skipper to cheat
and carry on regardless. I bag our first then second then 3rd and 4th wickets quickly
and they are in trouble.
Strike three their skipper instructs his team to close up shop and they block their
way to 85 all out off 34.3. They scored 17 runs in 18 overs. I used 10 bowlers
including Ricky Taylor and Emile Petrus who both had to bowl in their socks as they
had spikes on and we were on a mat. Ricky picked up a wicket and so did Emile.
The game finishes and we walk off in disbelieve as to what had just happened , I
asked the skip as to why he asked his team to close shop and he blamed us for
scoring too many runs ?????????.He then refused to allow one of us to copy our
bowling stats from his book and threatened to not sign my card if I did not give it to
him immediately as he was in a hurry. I managed to keep Darth away on his
holidays and asked him to wait. Card signed and back to the greatest cricket club
for a party which went on till 3 in the morning.
I would like to take this opportunity to firstly wish everyone a merry Xmas and to
thank each and every one of the people who were involved with 3B 4ths this
season from supporters to players and wives who sacrificed their Saturdays to be
part of our journey into 3A. See you all next half. Oh and yes YNWA
REPORT COMPILED BY: NEIL PERICH

(Shocking sportsmanship and I hope the Glamorgan club deal with it and send
Milnerton an apology!!!!! No place in the game for a self centered ASSHOLE like
that skipper!)
3 ‘D’ MCC BLUE XI vs Heideveld CC played away
“STAG BATTLE IT OUT ON AN EARLY XMAS EVE”

Juan Mirfin getting voted in as the designated “tosser” for the day …………and for
the umpteenth time this season we lose the toss ……………we are asked to field
first .
Juan opening the bowling has the second ball of the day cut to point and an
unfortunate bounce sees young Michael Gillespie wearing one straight in the mouth
……………off to hospital for a couple of stitches. Craig Naicker made a guest
appearance in the 3D Blue team for the first time this season and was requested to
open the bowling . While Craig was in the middle of a very good opening spell from
the luxury apartment end the locals had various festive and all inclusive Christmas
parties happening on the boundary’s edge simultaneously ! Christmas cheer was
abound with gifts like bricks and concrete blocks being thrown at each other , the

odd knife or two was pulled out and compared …………….and some poor
resident’s mothers cat was continuously being referred too …………must admit this
comment really had me confused …….not to mention that age old
game…….namely “The bouncing beer bottle off the head” expertly played by the
locals………….there must be a world champion floating around there somewhere.
A really disappointing aspect was that our Chairman who was closest to the
festivities refused to join in , in fact he requested to come in closer to the pitch
while the party was in full swing…….Mike very rude of you !
Nevertheless we had a vice like grip on proceedings with Naicker completing his
spell for next to nothing and then taking a brilliant diving catch at slip and landing
safely in between the broken glass shards and used “balloons “ that were located
strategically …..well everywhere on the field (Juan Mirfin and Rob-Seton Rogers
can attest to one special “balloon” that they stared at for at least 5 minutes and left
them speechless) ! Must have been part of the festivities going on around the field
!
Great bowling from Andre , Mike , Damian and Sinclair kept them down to 95 off
their 35 overs.
Young Kannemeyer and Van Schalkwyk opened the innings and quickly put on a
30 run opening stand before Van Schalkwyk was out for 25 trying to pull the ball
again , Kannemeyer retired hurt (knee thankfully ok ) . Gert Badenhorst and Juan
Mirfin put on a 60 run partnership before being caught at point. Daryl Maze and
Gert seeing us home to a well deserved 10 points.
Pink Cap : Mike Reynders
REPORT COMPILED BY: WRAY VAN SCHALKWYK

(Thanks for the update of the “Veld”, glad cricket was reported on as well!)
3 ‘D’ GREEN vs Bervliet CC played on MCC-A
CLASH AGAINST THE TITANS

This was always going to be a hard fixture for the soaring sixes against current log
leaders Bergvleit, venue being the esteemed MCC A field. Being a 3D player we
don’t get to play too many on this tarred road the Big Easy has produced this year
so the whole team was very excited. Players like to call the Wanderers Stadium the
Bull ring with the pressure and atmosphere present when a decent crowd shows up

on the day, the MCC with a packed balcony is no different. You really need some
BMT to step up and deliver results.
Father Christmas fresh from his Stump run the previous night walked out to take the
Toss and with luck on his side won it and put the Greens into bat first.

Upfront to get the shine off the new ball none other than Father Christmas himself
and his favourite reindeer Dewald “Dasher” Myburg. Dasher tried to call a very round
cookie eating, beer drinking Santa through for a single straight to Square leg
working very hard for his 4th run out of the season. Some patience upfront and as
the last few games have gone the sixes got off to a decent start and got to 22 after 7
for no loss. Farther Christmas needing to work through his list of naughty girls gave
one last present for the day to the Bergvleit bowler and was on his Sleigh for 18.
Next in was Father Christmas’s older bulkier brother Ray Van Vuuren. Bergvleit
bowled very tight lines and lengths building pressure and Dasher soon followed
Santa for 10. Chris “Jack Parrow” McKay who had heard a rumour about a cool
party at the MCC that day came down to the club to find out it was only a kids party
but stayed long enough to quickly switch the long peak cap and high peak sneaker
for a helmet and spikes. The innings was as quick as he raps and found himself
having to Dance, dance, dance his way back to the bench for a duck. Young Jorden
Van Vuuren joined his Dad at Crease and proceeded to play a very mature innings.
The running between wickets of the Dad and lad partnership could have been a little
more positive as it looked about as fast as it would look if Wray Van Schalk Wyk
ever had to drag field covers on buy himself. Ray and Jorden took us to tea on about
40 – 3. Bergvleit bowling very well. After tea Ray tried to accelerate and had to take
another walk this time to the side-line for a well-played 21. They say batsmen peak
in there 30 thirties, Ray obviously did the same back then and the second wind is
now kicking in. Jordy was joined by another young man in Keegan Gillespie and the
two of them looked so at home against a quality bowling attacked. Standing at
square leg a Bergvleit member said it’s so great to see that you have talented
youngsters; I think we all agree this is why Milnerton is special. Keegan rotated the

strike well and Jordan hit the ball and we slowly lifted the run rate to respectability
Keegan eventually on his bicycle for 9 well played runs. The next man in was our
patched up number seven Garth Ruby with an abdominal tear and a reputation for
being a good finisher. He and Jordy did exactly that and managed to lift our score to
a respectable 110-5 in our allotted 35. Jorden finishing on 38* and Garth on 14*.
Well batted lads anything over a 100 in 3D means you are in with a sniff.
The new ball gets tossed to Gerhard, with Garth Rubi injured and Ray hiding behind
the stumps his partner is none other than Father Christmas. Gerhard starts well and
manages to get a wicket in his 5th with Saint Nick holding onto one at deep long off.
Gerhard finishes with figures of 1 for 22 off 6. On the other end into the wind moving
like he has a fridge strapped to his back is Father Christmas with seven overs on the
Trot and finishing with 1 – 23. Both openers managed two maidens a piece as well.
Chris McKay at third change does some very tight bowling and manages to really
restrict Bergvleit and makes them work hard for everything Chris finishes 6 overs for
figures of 1 for 16 great come back after the batting. Our leg spinner J.P Rousseau
who has been waiting for a grass wicket forever was eager to get going but
unfortunately struggled with length and finished wicket less for six overs 1 for 30.
Head up JP it will come right keep working with Yasseen.
After J.P Father Christmas pulled a Vlam (so I’ve been told) and went and asked his
Brother Ray to please bowl for him and that he will keep wicket absence. Yep Father
Christmas is “that guy” he tossed the coin, opened the Batting, opened the bowling,
kept wicket, Stood umpire wrote the after match report and got to arrive at the field
on a fire truck with sirens going just so everybody knew he had arrived. Father
Christmas is definitely a F.I.G.J.A.M front runner……
So Bergvleit was on 98 odd with only three down with 7 overs left, Ray had bowled
two respectable overs for 9 and got changed with Uncle Vern to have a bowl. Uncle
Vern Sneaks in a quick wicket. Young Gillespie sneaks in another at the other end
all of a sudden the game is a live again. Time for a Wray Van Skalk Wyk Quality 3D
team field. 7 slips and a silly point catching position. Hope you are proud Wray. The
below picture is a Boksburg Cricket treasure where we pulled off a shock victory
using similar scare tactics.

So Uncle Vern now with his rejuvenated passion that only getting a wicket gives you
and his very attacking field setting takes his bowling marker back another foot to
come in off his long run. Long story short Uncle Vern buys us a maiden over with
quality pace bowling.The slip cordon took a walk to the other end and the same field
was set to young Gillespie unfortunately he hasn’t developed Uncle Vern’s tear
away pace as yet and the batsmen got one away for a boundary. Milnerton Loses
by five wickets.
I am going to say well done boys, we took the log leaders all the way to end. Twenty
more runs and we would have been over the line. Bruce thanks for all the hard work
and help you put in on the field. Next time we get them, Bergvleit has now beaten
Milnerton 4 times on the trot but in the words of any Liverpool supporter “next
season is our season”….
Thank you to all members who came down to watch us means a lot to have so much
support, Bergvleit told us that its intimating that a clubs six team gets so well
supported on a Sunday.

REPORT COMPILED BY: ROB SETON-ROGERS

3 ‘D’ GREEN vs Bishop Lavis CC played on MCC-A
FULLY LOADED BLCC BOX MEAL WITH AN EXTRA PIECE

On Thursday night at 10 o’clock a phone call came through from our opponents
chairman asking our Mike Reynders if it would be possible to please move the
scheduled Saturday fixture to the Monday. Our Mike the competitive man he is
graciously agreed. A lesson was learnt that if certain clubs ask for this to be done
because they can’t fill a 3D team on the original day, they will fill it on the
rescheduled day with any players they can find even if these players happen to be
from there 1st team. Thus creating a 1D vs 3D scenario
The toss was lost and Bishop Lavis asked for a bat. To open bowling we had Ryan
Condon with Ray Van Vuuren. Ryan as always was his economical self and bowled
seven overs with 2 maidens to finish with figures of 1 for 14. Ryan’s Economy rate
for the first half of the season as a spinner opening the bowling is a shade of 2 r/o.
Ray also had tidy figures 1 for 28 in seven. Well done Ray two days of back to back
cricket and you were still tearing in and bowling that heavy ball. After the two early
wickets in walked the first of their fully loaded box meal, a guy who has only played
3 games of 3D cricket this season and on inspection of their score book has a
season something like this 144*, 77, 49. Ryan had him plum LBW twice in a row but
as you know certain teams do not give LBW’s and he survived to smash First and
Second Change bowlers Rob Rogers and Chris McKay around the park. Eventually
Chris got him but the damage was done the big boy had already scored 68. The boy
now averages 112 in 3D cricket, he should not be playing with us. The change
bowlers pull it back and finish with respectable figures, Chris 32 off 7 with the big
wicket and Robert with 5.4 overs 3 wickets for 28 runs. Robert being pulled out the
attack for bowling two slower ball full tosses. It was left to JP, Damian and Kevin
Kruger to finish and they did well. Damian grabbed a wicket and Kevin got two. We
could have bowled Bishop Lavis out at the end but Jan Odendal didn’t have his
keeper gloves on and dropped one off the third last ball in front of a half full balcony
at long off. Costing Kevin a 3 wicket haul. In the end we were chasing 157, a
gettable score I felt, one of our batsmen would just have to do what there number
four did to us. I will say well bowled to the lads because if we take away the big lads
68 away we would have bowled them out for 99 and as we found out later they still
had other batsmen out of our league who didn’t fire. Think we can all remember the
first ball six….
Time go out and chase down the target, we have one of the better batting line ups
we have fielded the whole season with Ray Van Vuuren pencilled in at 8.
As an opening batsmen in 3D you know something is up when you walk out to take
your guard and you look behind you and see the keeper standing about 35 meters
back with four slips and a gully as company and not just on one end of the pitch but
on both. The Bishop Lavis opening bowlers made it uncomfortable for our boys as
the pace and discipline on offer was something none of us were accustomed to and
basically out of our depth and they quickly had Milnerton 16 for 7 in the twelfth over.
8 of those runs being byes as their regular keeper who is normally pretty decent had
no clue how to keep against his newly acquired opening bowling attack. In the end it

was left to Ray (21), JP, Kevin (7*) and Ryan to save us the embarrassment of being
bowled out before drinks and the tail wagged a little because Bishop Lavis
eventually had to bowl there normal bowlers and we managed to get up to exactly
50 runs in 23 overs before being all out and a loss by 101 runs.
Everybody on the field from Milnerton was there to have fun and play a game of
competitive cricket; unfortunately our opponents came looking only for points. But I
think the sixes got a little bit of a taste of what our boys in 1st and higher reserve
teams face and we need to take our hats off to them as it’s definitely not easy.
Thank you for all the support on the balcony again.
Have a good Christmas every one. See you in the New Year.
REPORT COMPILED BY: ROB SETON-ROGERS

3 ‘A’ MCC DE BOYZ XI vs Camps Bay played Away
No match report received.
Ladies Promotional League MCC XI on Xmas leave
(Wishing all our Ladies a fantastic festive season, it has been a pleasure working
with you and would just like to compliment you ALL on great performances and
the way you love every minute of your cricket – maintain that and it won’t be
long before we in the Super League!)
Until next Year…………….
From the Boundary Rope was edited by Coach Craig
Thanks for the respective input from the roaming reporters / skippers.
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